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Our 2021 IMPACT Feature Family, the Jones family, is one of over 20,000 families
served by IMPACT Community Action Partnership in 2021.
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MEET OUR
2021 IMPACT
FEATURE FAMILY

The Jones Family
Thank you to our 2021 IMPACT Feature
Family, Angela Jones and her children,
Joshua and Maya! Angela has agreed
to share their story as a way to highlight
the critical need for families in
Central Iowa.
The Jones family represents the
nearly 20,000 households and 47,000
individuals served last year through
IMPACT Community Action Partnership.
We hope you enjoy these family pictures
and anecdotes as you page through
this report.
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ABOUT IMPACT
OUR MISSION

OUR SERVICE AREA

Reducing the barriers and burdens
that families in poverty experience by
increasing access to essential needs.

IMPACT serves a five-county
area including Boone, Jasper,
Marion, Polk, and Warren in
collaboration with more than
400 community partners.

OUR CORE VALUES
RESOURCEFUL
We are resourceful, able to meet situations,
capable of devising ways and means.
ADAPTABLE
We are able to adjust to new conditions,
require openness and willingness to change.
SPIRIT OF SERVICE
Looking for ways to be of service in all we do.
PASSION FOR THE WORK
Intense, driving, or powerful feelings
or conviction.
RESOLUTE
Purposeful, determined and unwavering.

Joshua is nine. He enjoys bike
riding and Tai Kwon Do.

Maya is seven. She likes to
cartwheel and dance.
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IMPACT LEADERSHIP
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Steve VanOort
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Bill Zinnel
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WORDS FROM OUR CEO ANNE BACON
“

In 2021. . .IMPACT Community Action continued to do what it does best:
pivot to the needs of the most vulnerable in our community as we seek to
remove the barriers and burdens of families experiencing poverty. . .

Dear Friends,
I can recall as a teenager learning about pivotal
moments in our nation’s history and thinking “Wow,
I wish I had lived during those incredibly change oriented
times.” I, like many of you, have grown weary of living
through a carousel of unprecedented events. However,
in the tumult that was 2021, IMPACT Community Action
continued to do what it does best: pivot to the needs of the
most vulnerable in our community as we seek to remove
the barriers and burdens of families experiencing poverty.
During the past year, IMPACT experienced explosive
growth as we answered the call of local and federal
offices to distribute funds and provide services to lowincome families during an extremely volatile economic
situation. Our staff grew by 157% while our budget
soared from 12 million dollars to over 39 million dollars.
From where I sit, I can see the extraordinary commitment
IMPACT staff have to serving families. This year others
clearly saw it as well as the United States Treasury
recognized the Emergency Rental Assistance Program

”

administered by IMPACT as one of eight highly effective
programs nationwide. Our staff moved the first round
of essential rental assistance funds faster than any other
entity in the nation.
These pivotal times were also the best time for us to
reflect on our mission and values as an organization.
Through the lens of COVID and the economic realities
caused by the pandemic, we have refined our focus,
which will propel us into whatever comes next.
If you are reading this, YOU are one of our partners. Your
continued interest in families experiencing poverty and
the work it will take to create a more just and equitable
world is invaluable to us at IMPACT – thank you.
Sincerely,

Anne Bacon
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THE FAMILIES WE SERVE

46,758

40%

individuals
were served

family size

1
2
3
4

were under
the age of 18

63% of impact
96% of impact
families have
families have
household income household income
below 100%
below 200%
federal poverty federal poverty
level
level
$12,880
$17,420
$21,960
$26,500

$25,760
$34,840
$43,920
$53,000

8%

were age 65
or older

4%

were veterans
or active duty

19,815

families
were served

average annual
income needed
for household
expenses in
central iowa*
$29,199
$62,028
$79,008
$100,966
* Source: livingwage.mit.edu

Angela is the sole provider for her children and tends to the
serious health care needs of her son, Joshua, daily at home.
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IMPACT PROGRAMS: ENERGY

our energy services include:
• Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program
(LIHEAP): One-time payment to assist low income
families meet the cost of home heating.
• Crisis Assistance: Emergency financial assistance
with heating and cooling needs such as broken furnaces,
low fuel tanks, and keeping utility service connected.
• Weatherization: Energy efficiency audits, insulation,
appliance safety checks, minor repairs, client education,
and other measures to reduce energy bills.

13,061

4,378

households received
households approved crisis assistance to avoid
for LIHEAP
disconnection services

51

households received
a furnace repair
or replacement

22

households received
weatherization
services

Joshua is a patient with cystic fibrosis, a life-threatening disease that requires daily access to utilities for survival. Angela
administers his daily vest and nebulizer treatments to clear his lungs, and G-tube feedings via a machine that runs 18 hours a day.
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IMPACT PROGRAMS: HOUSING
Cited by the U.S. Department of Treasury as “high performing” — IMPACT acted fast to ramp up capacity and prevent
evictions due to unemployment, illness and other household calamities triggered by COVID-19. READ MORE

155
families were assisted by the Tenant-Based
Rental Assistance Program (TBRA).

28
families were assisted through the Homelessness Prevention
Program (HPP) in Boone, Jasper, Marion and Warren Counties.

5,228
families were assisted through the Emergency Rental Assistance
Program (ERAP), provides rent and utility assistance to
residents of Polk County including the City of Des Moines
with COVID-related impact to their household income.
The Jones family are together and safe, thanks to Angela’s tenacity.
And thanks to IMPACT’s supporters and partners including YOU.
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IMPACT PROGRAMS: LOCAL
IMPACT customizes services to fit the specific needs of each community, in
collaboration with the communities.

900

families were assisted
with their water bills

472

families received discounts on
recreational activities fees

333 

families were assisted through THRIVE or
EMBRACE for additional basic needs and
one-time emergency purchases.
Maya’s creative energy can melt your heart.
Children need to explore their interests to grow. IMPACT assists
families who need help with fees for extracurriculars such as music
lessons, sports fees, and academic clubs.
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IMPACT PROGRAMS: HEALTH
VOLUNTEERS

7,436

Gary and Jan are two of our amazing volunteer
delivery drivers who helped families throughout
Polk County in 2021 receive their food orders
conveniently and safely. We are grateful they
continue to serve!

families received
food assistance

Are you interested in joining our team of delivery
volunteers? Just send us a message!
volunteer@impactcap.org

2,660

families received
food DELIVERY
Joshua and Maya, like many
children, have been homeschooled
by their mother during the pandemic
as Joshua’s immune system is
weak. The Joneses must be extra
cautious with social interaction.

2,295

families received assistance
with personal products

Many families depend on school
lunches for daily nutrition and
when school is out, the need for
food assistance increases.
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THOSE WHO MADE AN IMPACT THIS YEAR
$389,503

65

Donated by individuals,
foundations, businesses
and other private sources

Individual
donors who gave
$500 or more

110,866

449

Food and personal
hygiene items donated

Community
partnerships

3,003

113

Volunteer hours logged

VOLUNTEERS

1,690

Volunteer shifts
completed

2,750

Volunteer food
deliveries made

“

From the bottom of my heart
I thank you.

”

ANGELA JONES
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STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
IMPACT COMMUNITY ACTION PARTNERSHIP, INC.

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
SUPPORT & REVENUE
GOVERNMENT GRANTS

98%

$38,412,030

PRIVATE SUPPORT

1%

$389,503

CONTRACT INCOME

1%

$588,285

TOTAL SUPPORT & REVENUE

$39,389,818

EXPENSES
LOW INCOME HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE

25%

$9,695,375

COMMUNITY SERVICE BLOCK GRANTS

4%

$1,725,316

WEATHERIZATION PROGRAMS

1%

$451,193

LOCAL PROGRAMS

1%

$402,111

HOUSING PROGRAMS

68%

$26,916,561

CARE PROGRAM

0%

$81,183

EMERGENCY FOOD & SHELTER PROGRAMS

0%

$61,331

UNDESIGNATED AND PROPERTY FUNDS

0%

TOTAL EXPENSES

90.05%

direct client assistance

7.68%

staff costs (salaries, benefits, taxes, etc.)

0.71%

occupancy expenses (rent, utilities, etc.)

0.32%

equipment

$49,025

0.44%

contract expenses

$39,382,096

0.80%

other expenses
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OUR ANTI-RACISM STATEMENT
The mission of IMPACT Community Action Partnership is to
reduce the barriers and burdens that families in poverty experience
by increasing access to essential needs. For the past six years,
IMPACT has served the families of Boone, Jasper, Marion, Polk,
and Warren counties, aspiring to be part of creating communities
where everyone has the opportunity to thrive and where all
people are safe.

However, it is clear to us now more than ever, that there is something
inherently wrong with the actions and attitudes in our society’s
responses and engagement with our community members who
are Black. It is incumbent upon us to recognize how historical
injustices have evolved and been codified and normalized through
laws, policies, and practices in our communities. We find that it is
our duty and our responsibility to support the call-to-action of
the Black Lives Matter movement and address the inequities
propagated by the roots and branches of racism.

As a Community Action Agency, it is our role to work to address
the inequities that create systemic and generational poverty. We
must confront systemic racism and implicit bias to ensure a society
where all community members feel welcomed and included. We
recognize the need to do better in our outreach to marginalized
and historically oppressed populations.

When it comes to the topics of diversity, inclusion, white privilege,
and systemic racism, IMPACT, its leadership, and its staff are
imperfect. Our policies and procedures are imperfect. Our dayto-day approaches are imperfect. However, we are committed

to improving our knowledge and understanding of these issues
and take necessary actions to be better. In hopes of beginning to
honor the lives of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery,
and the countless other Black lives lost, we have outlined the
following initial action steps.

ACTION STEPS
• I MPACT will work to ensure our staff composition reflects the
communities we serve.
• I MPACT will create a Board of Directors that is reflective of our
community and those we serve.
• I MPACT will dedicate staff time to self-reflection and learning
in regards to systemic racism and the significant role white
privilege continues to play in our communities.
• I MPACT will use current data and information about lived
inequities for training and process design.
• I MPACT will utilize the Annie E. Casey “Race Matters:
Organizational Assessment” to determine the course
of further organizational improvement.
It’s time to get to work. Black Lives Matter.
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OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19
All IMPACT Services are
available over the phone.

ENSURING FAMILIES WE SERVE REMAIN HEALTHY AND SAFE
With the continuing concerns over the COVID-19 pandemic, IMPACT
Community Action Partnership continues to respond in an appropriate
and proactive way to ensure the families we serve remain healthy
and safe.
In 2021 we continued and expanded our COVID-19 Action Plan including
the following steps, thanks to generous partners, donors and volunteers:
• Food package delivery, contact free, directly to homes
• Emergency Rental Assistance Program expansion

Please call

515-518-4770
for assistance.

• Phone assistance for all families in all five counties
• Online application for our largest programs
We understand that providing services remotely could create an
inconvenience for already vulnerable families and we do not take
that lightly. We are doing what we can to both respond proactively
and effectively to the pandemic while connecting our families with
necessary services.
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FIVE WAYS YOU CAN MAKE AN IMPACT!
1. DONATE
2. VOLUNTEER
3. LEARN
4. FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA:

5. S HARE THIS REPORT WITH
A FRIEND

“

I believe our lives are not measured by how much money
we have or do not have, but by how we help others and the
imprint on the hearts and minds of those we help.
ANGELA JONES

”

IMPACTCAP.ORG
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